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This comprehensive textbook introduces readers to the principal ideas and applications of game

theory, in a style that combines rigor with accessibility. Steven Tadelis begins with a concise

description of rational decision making, and goes on to discuss strategic and extensive form games

with complete information, Bayesian games, and extensive form games with imperfect information.

He covers a host of topics, including multistage and repeated games, bargaining theory, auctions,

rent-seeking games, mechanism design, signaling games, reputation building, and information

transmission games. Unlike other books on game theory, this one begins with the idea of rationality

and explores its implications for multiperson decision problems through concepts like dominated

strategies and rationalizability. Only then does it present the subject of Nash equilibrium and its

derivatives.Game Theory is the ideal textbook for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate

students. Throughout, concepts and methods are explained using real-world examples backed by

precise analytic material. The book features many important applications to economics and political

science, as well as numerous exercises that focus on how to formalize informal situations and then

analyze them.  Introduces the core ideas and applications of game theory  Covers static and

dynamic games, with complete and incomplete information  Features a variety of examples,

applications, and exercises  Topics include repeated games, bargaining, auctions, signaling,

reputation, and information transmission  Ideal for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate

students  Complete solutions available to teachers and selected solutions available to students
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This is a review from a person who prefer writing summaries over doing problem sets and read only

one book per topic for interest. To be fair, I will mostly talk about the shortcomings because that's

how mind usually orients when encountering books that consume excessive brainpower. This book

is certainly excellent; I have built my understanding of game theory upon it. One simply does not

love a book (of this type) if he/she doesn't hate it at some point of time. Well, here it goes:- Too

many "It's easy to see that"'s: Yes, some results can be derived from the concepts of previous

chapters, and they may be unnecessary to be derived in the current content. But this does not mean

the result are "easy to see"; don't really like such tone. Also, it will be nice to mention where (which

concept) the results come from when not deriving them.- A static pure 2-player Nash equilibrium is

NOT easy to find (the most basic Nash equilibrium): Yes, in an example it may look like a child play

with the pretty looking "matrix" (normal-form). Nonetheless, the three arbitrary conventions: whether

payoff of a player, say player 1, is on the right or left, whether player 1's action is on the row or the

column, and whether the line drawn for player 1's best response is on the top or bottom, these

conventions added up to 8 combinations. It's very confusing which direction to pick the best

response without following the convention.- I think sometimes the convention of the payoffs of the

players are swapped. I know one in an extensive-form (annoying but not fatal) and remember one in

a normal-form (this would be horrible because of the previous point), but I may not have

remembered it correctly.
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